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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are the types of intelligent analysis suitable for the
front-end camera?
A. behavior analysis
B. License plate recognition
C. Video retrieval
D. Face monitoring
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
What statement is true when using the FMP protocol in FileMaker
Go 12?
A. Script names are case sensitive.
B. Multiple local variables can be defined in the syntax.
C. The .fmp12 extension is required when specifying the
database name.
D. Filenames containing spaces are not supported.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An example of an invalid deductive argument is as follows:
Major premises: All employees who are committing fraud drive
luxury cars. Minor premises: __________ Conclusion: Therefore,
John Doe is committing fraud. What will be the minor premise in
this example?
A. John Doe drives an ordinary car
B. John Doe drives a luxury car
C. John Doe is a senior management level employee
D. John Doe is an employee
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement is correct regarding the SenderBase
functionality?
A. SenderBase uses spam complaints as one of the sources of
information to define the reputation score
of the IP address of the sender and receiver.
B. ESA sees a high posistive score from SenderBase as very
likely that sender is sending spam.
C. SenderBase uses spam complaints as one of the sources of
information to define reputation score of
receiver's IP address.
D. ESA uses destination address reputation information from
SenderBase to configure mail policies.
E. SenderBase uses DNS-based blacklist as one of the sources of
information to define reputation score
of sender's IP address.
F. ESA sees a high negative score from SenderBase as very
unlikely that sender is sending spam.
G. WSA uses SenderBase information to configure URL filtering
policies.
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/security/email-secur
ity-appliance/118378technote-esa-00.html
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